New Energetics Workshop (NEW) May 14-15, 2014


Stockholm, the city of Alfred Nobel invites you to a workshop devoted to the science and technology of energetic materials. The workshop is a two day event with a focus on all aspects of new energetic materials. It will cover both the basic science, studies on these materials and their development towards different applications. This is a follow up to the popular “Dinitramide and FOX-7 seminar” - with an extended scope in the same informal atmosphere to promote personal contacts and exchange of ideas.

Location
The workshop will be held at FOI headquarters in Kista, Stockholm. There will also be an organised visit to Grindsjön Research Centre with FOI and ECAPS facilities on May 16.

Directions
The address to FOI, Kista is Gullfossgatan 12.
- Take the blue underground, line 11 towards AKALLA. Those of you staying at Hotel Oden takes the green underground, line 13 from Odenplan to Fridhemsplan. At Fridhemsplan you change to the blue line towards Akalla.
- Get off the train at KISTA, approximately 15 minutes travelling time from the city. Kista is the first stop above ground.
- Follow the stairs and turn right.
- Follow the walkway through the shopping mall, over the bridge over Hanstavägen.
- Turn right after the FOI-sign.
- Turn right again to find FOI main entrance.

On May 16 there will be a bus from Hotel Oden to Grindsjön. In the afternoon there will be a bus from Grindsjön to the Central Station in Stockholm. There you can find communications to the Airports Arlanda and Bromma. The bus will leave Grindsjön at 3 pm.

Abstract and format
The format of the meeting is oral presentations (no full papers required). The workshop language will be English.

Abstracts to be submitted before February 28, 2014 to Patrick Goede (patrick.goede@foi.se)

Abstract acceptance notification March 14, 2014

Registration
Register by sending an email with the registration form to Jenny Hägre (jenny.hagre@foi.se)

Price: 3000 SEK (~350€, ~450$) including lunch and dinner if you register before March 31, 2014.
- 4000 SEK (~450€, ~600$) including lunch and dinner if you register between March 31 and April 30, 2014.

NB: limited number of attendees. Register early for ensured participation

Accommodation
A number of rooms have been reserved at Hotel Oden (http://www.hoteloden.se/en, info@hoteloden.se). However, you need to confirm your booking with the hotel before April 11, 2014.
Booking reference is **Q368 355**. Hotel price is not included in the workshop fee (single room 1099 SEK per night, double room 1305 SEK per night).